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Abstract
In this article, we describe a set of approaches and challenges which may be useful in designing an educational activity for children. We conducted three studies with children
in the age-group of 4-9 years with a human/robot facilitator. Through these studies, we discuss specific challenges
encountered in each study.
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Introduction
Handwriting is a complex blend of motor and cognition
skills. Once the preschoolers acquired the ineffective motor
skills, they are difficult to change. Hence, it becomes pertinent to improve their skills from the beginning [7, 6]. Researchers are seeking different methods to boost childhood
education by introducing new technologies or social agents.
For example, “Peer-learning”(PL) and “peer-tutoring”(PT)
are two types of peer-assisted learning methods which
have proven their effectiveness in the field of education [4]
and were also experimented in the presence of agents such
as social robots [5], [3]. In this article, we present a set of
approaches and challenges in designing an education activity for children. We conducted three studies with children
in the presence of a human or robot facilitator. The long-

term goal of these studies was how a social robot can help
children in the acquisition of their writing skills. We also discuss the specific approaches and challenges encountered
during these studies. However, the presented challenges
were observed during the studies but not statistically verified in this article as the goal of the studies was different.

Approaches and Challenges
Designing an educational activity for children requires approaches to verify the activity and to evaluate its effectiveness on children. The following approaches may be used to
analyze children’s experiences and contributions:
(a) Mode of Interaction: In designing an activity for children in the age-group(4-18), it is pertinent to define a protocol which can be followed by children through the activity.
The protocol or a mode of interaction would set up the rules
and instructions, eventually ease the flow of interaction. Depending on the design, the interactions can be in between
two or more children with or without a facilitator or between
a robotic agent and a child/children. The mode of interaction makes the evaluation easier in a systematic way.
(b) Data collection: Different types of data can be collected through the study, e.g. to evaluate children’s performance or to analyze their behavior.
Paper or digital data: Depending on the type of activity,
children’s data can be collected on paper or any other digital device, e.g. tablet, computer, camera and later can be
analyzed to see the progress of children during the study.
Audio/video data: During the activity, the audio/video data
can be recorded and later can used for analyzing different variables, e.g. frequency and types of verbal and nonverbal behaviors.
(c) Pre-Post test: A test can be performed to see the children’s progress before, after or during the activity. These
test are specially useful in educational activities to measure

their learning gains.
(d) Pre-Post Questionnaire: A set of questions can be
asked to the children before, after or during the activity to
understand their perception about the activity or about a
social agent involved during the study.
To involve a new technology or an agent in an activity brings
enormous benefits but at the same time invites different
challenges. A set of challenges are briefly explained below
based on our experiences with 4-9 years old children:
1-Age: For the children in the age-group of 2-4 years, the
activity needs to be simple, fun, engaging and needs a
presence of a facilitator throughout the activity. Since, these
young children use minimal verbal communication and
more non-verbal communication, often it is difficult to interpret their perception. On the other hand, 4-6 years old children use both verbal and non-verbal communication which
requires to define the type of verbal and non-verbal communication [1]. For example, verbal communication may be
classified into short vs long answers, task-related vs unrelated answers. Examples of non-verbal communication are
nodding, pointing through hands or fingers, gazing.
2- Material: Sometimes, using the materials like tactile
devices with children can be challenging specially in the
age-group of 4-6 years as they find need extra time to understand the features or they do not feel comfortable while
using it. For example, in the case of writing or drawing on
a tactile device, they may not take the support of putting
the wrist on the tablet screen(as it either supports single
tough or multi touch functionality) compared to writing on a
sheet of paper. In addition, children may not feel comfortable when they are recorded through audio or video devices
and it may affect the final outcome.
3- Activity: Depending on the age-group of the children, if
the designed activity lacks engagement, fun and motivation,
children get easily bored of the task and may loose their
interest quickly.

4- Technical: Besides giving general instructions of the activity, if the activity includes some technological devices or
applications, it is important that children get use to the devices before starting the actual activity. In the field of HRI
specially in cHRI, we are still dealing with a few AI problems regarding the implementation of replicating the levels
of human perception in a robot, for example understanding
of natural language by a robot, human behavior, gestures,
object and face recognition. Although some of them are
still progressing but handling real time scenarios with children it becomes complicated and can be used only in the
restricted scenarios.
5- Expectations: When a social agent involves with children in an activity, e.g. a robot, the expectations of children
increases as they assume to have similar perception levels
in a robot. In addition, they expect to get timely response,
social behavior, response to their sudden questions and
flexibility.
6- Evaluation: Several types of evaluations can be done to
check the effectiveness of the activity on children e.g. prepost test, survey questions. However, questionnaire data
with a Likert scale can be sometimes unreliable with young
children as they may give extreme responses due to some
reasons, for example they want to please the experimenter
or they feel shy to give the truthful response.

Study Design
In this section, we describe the design of all the three consecutive studies.
Interaction Modes
In the context of this research work, we developed educational activities aimed to help children in the acquisition of
handwriting skills. Since the research targeted young children, it was crucial to design an activity that was playful and
capable of sustaining children’s engagement for a certain

period of time. For all the consecutive three studies, we
chose either PL or PT or both learning methods as modes
of interactions. These modes facilitated the interaction flow
and helped to understand different aspects of children’s behavior and writing skills in a systematic way. The interaction
modes were names as “peer-learning mode” and “peertutoring mode” and served as conditions in each study. In
the first study, we used both interaction modes where a pair
of children would perform a collaborative writing activity with
a human facilitator. The second study used the similar protocol by exploiting the two interaction modes but replaced
a human-facilitator with a robot-facilitator. The role of the
facilitator was to provide the instructions to the children during the activity. Finally the last study had only PT where
a teacher-child performed a writing activity with a learnerrobot. The interaction modes were presented as a game to
children, and each interaction lasted approximately 10-14
minutes. The modes are explained below:
• Peer-learning mode: In this mode, no role was assigned to the children. The experimenter asked a pair
of children to copy a letter/word onto their respective
paper sheets/tablet. After they finished writing, the
experimenter prompted them to provide corrections
on each other’s writing performance and and the activity was repeated with a set of letters.
• Peer-tutoring mode: For the first two studies, the
facilitator (human/robot) assigned roles to children:
one child acted as a learner, and the other acted as
a teacher. Then the facilitator asked the teacher-child
to show a letter/word to the learner-child so that s/he
could copy the letter onto a paper sheet/tactile device. Afterwards, the experimenter prompted the
teacher-child to provide corrective feedback on the
learner-child’s writing performance and the activity
was repeated with the remaining letters. In the case

of the third study, there was one-to-one interaction
between a child and a robot. The learner-robot writes
a letter and seeks help from the teacher-child to correct it.

Figure 1 A pair of children with a
facilitator

Challenges-Study I
Age: Due to the 4-6 years of
children’s age, we observed
that the children were immature in providing corrective
feedback on their peers’ writing performance. We felt that
they were able to understand
the writing errors visually
but could not express them
precisely in words.
Instructor’s Motivation:
Although the children seem
interested in both the interaction modes but the
researcher felt that the children needed continuous
motivation specially in providing corrective feedback on
their peer’s performance.

Material
For the first study, we chose 8 letters for the pre-post test
and the main writing activity, (α , π , y, j, S, N, m and Q)
printed on 8 separate cards and based on different geometrical shapes. For the pre-post test of the second study,
letters (j, D, K, y, W, t, α , and π ) were used. While for the
main writing activity, 4 cards were created, and each card
had a letter or word written on it: h, Moon, Ice-cream and
Rainbow. In both the above studies a tactile device was
also used besides sheets of paper, a specific writing app
was developed and installed in a tablet to provide the dualuser interactive feature which allowed a pair of children to
correct each other’s writing on their own tablet in real time.
For the third study, we chose 8 letters for the pe-post test
and 15 letters for the main writing activity from a set of
these letters (lowercase - (b, q, d, k, g, p, z, u, j, n, a), uppercase - (K, Y, Z, W, R, M, F, D)) which are problematic
for primary grade children [2]. In addition, we also used an
experimental record sheet, paper sheets, tablets (tactile
devices), tablet pens, a camera with a microphone, target
cards with printed letters/words, cameras, microphones and
the Aldebaran’s Nao robot (torso part)1 .
Methodology
All the three studies followed the steps detailed below:
Pre-test: For the first and the second study, a facilitator
asked a pair of children to copy the letters individually on a
paper of sheet. For the third study, pre-test was performed
on a tablet for which an application was developed, where
1
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three different shapes of a letter is shown on the tabletscreen and a child has to select the most correct shape
of the letter. Afterwards, the child has to demonstrate the
letter on the right side of the same screen. The process
was repeated with the remaining letters
Main writing activity: After finishing the pre-test, depending on the study, a pair of children/a child performed the
writing activity with other letters according to one of the interaction modes(explained in section- Interaction Modes).
Post-test: After finishing the main writing activity, the pretest activity was repeated and also served as a post-test.

Study I
We conducted a first study in a school called Ecole Internationale (Geneva) with 20 English-speaking children in
the age group of 4 to 6 years (reception class)(Fig. 1). The
study consisted of a between-subject design, and out of
10 pairs of children, 5 pairs participated in the peer-learner
mode, and the other 5 participated in the teacher-learner
mode. The overall goal of the study was to form a database
of children’s handwritten letters to explore the most common handwriting errors and to assess the effectiveness of
both interaction modes.
To analyze the handwriting errors in the letters, we collected
the data from the paper sheets as well as from the tablets.
The detailed results are presented in [1]. The communication modalities were analyzed with two coders who annotated the videos using the ELAN multimedia annotation
tool2 . In terms of the reliability of a child’s communication
modalities, Cohen’s kappa showed agreement values of
.85, indicating a good agreement.
To better understand the interactions among children, we
classified the modalities into three main categories: verbal
2
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Challenges-Study II
Expectations: During a
few sessions, we observed
that the children were trying
to talk with the robot and
expecting it to reply for all
their questions: task-related
and non-task related. As
the robot was controlled
through the WoZ procedure,
the task-related questions
were answered but the nontask related questions were
not answered as it might
not be consistent with all
the sessions. For example,
during a session, when the
robot did not reply to a child’s
question, the child repeated
the question a few times on
the microphone. We believe
that children thought that the
robot has the similar perceptual model as they have and
expected to get the response
from it.
Feedback to the robot:
We also noticed that if one
child would provide some
response to a question asked
by the robot, the other child
would copy the same response. We believe that it
may happen either because
of the child did not know the
answer or he/she felt shy to
provide the true response.

Figure 2 Communication modalities used by children for providing
corrective feedback

(e.g. explanations/short answers), gesture (e.g. Pointing),
and back channel (e.g. facial expressions, nodding etc).
Due to the small size of the sample data, the results are
discussed in terms of frequency.
In terms of corrective feedback, we observed that the children were unable to provide explanations to their peer’s
writing performance. Most of the time, they preferred short
answers (e.g. Yes/No) compared to explanations, as shown
in Fig. 2. The second most-used communication modality was gestures - demonstrating the correct trajectory of
a letter through a finger or a pen (see Fig. 2 ). In general,
children were able to understand both modes, but from the
experimenter’s point of view, the children showed more excitement in the “PT” condition compared to the “PL” condition, as they seemed excited to act as a ’teacher’.

Study II
We conducted a second study consisted of a betweensubject design with 40 children in the age group of 6-8
years(Fig. 3). The overall goal of this study was to further

Figure 3 Study II- Children interacting with a robot under the
PL/PT conditions.

investigate the writing errors of children in the age group
of 6-8 years and explore the PL and PT interaction modes
in the presence of a robot-facilitator. The robot was controlled through Wizard-of-Oz procedure (WoZ). The study
followed the same methodology as in Study I. We collected
the data from the tablets and paper sheets and performed
video analysis of all the groups by annotating the verbal
communication between the children and the robot facilitator. We again used the ELAN tool with two independent
coders. The agreement value of Cohen’s kappa .92 for the
verbal behaviors. The detailed results are presented in [1].

Study III
The last study was also a between-subjects design and
conducted in a private school “Colégio da Fonte” in Oeiras,
Portugal. 25 children participated from the 7- to 9-year-old
age group (1st and 2nd grade) over a period of 1 month.
Thirteen children participated in the learning condition while
12 children participated in the non-learning condition(Fig.
4). Each child interacted four times with the agent in the

Figure 4 Study III- A learner-robot
writing a letter

Challenges-Study III
Expectations: The expectations of the children were
similar as in the Study I.
Questionnaires: While
doing the survey, when the
researcher asked questions
about the robot’s behavior
or abilities, sometimes they
would select the extreme
responses. We believe that
either they wanted to please
the researcher or they felt
shy or they did not want to
give negative answers about
the robot as all the children
liked the robot.

gap of 4-5 days. The overall goal of the study to explore the
children’s perception towards the abilities and behavior of a
robotic agent. The study has two conditions: learning and
non-learning. In the learning condition, the robot exhibits
learning abilities by showing progression in its handwriting
skills after each interaction with a child. In the non-learning
condition, it does not learn and shows consistent performance, yet still maintains the social aspect, throughout the
study. After performing the pre-test, main activity with the
robot and the post-test, the researcher asked a few selfresponse questions to the child for 10-12 min. The questions were based on 5 point Likert scale and related to the
agent’s overall performance, writing abilities and his/her
fondness towards it. After analyzing the data from the questionnaires, we found that the questions related to the writing
abilities and overall performance showed significant differences over time between the conditions. Combining the
results of the abilities and social behavior of the agent perceived by the children, it suggests that the children did not
change their social perception towards the robot despite of
being aware of the agent’s learning abilities [1].
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